CASE STUDY

Pro Bowl published a Megabiz celebrity video in February 2019 featuring Film Actress
Vivica A. Fox and got 10,000 Facebook views in 7 Days and over 100 calls from new
clients in their area.
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Social media didn’t feel very “social” for Pro Bowl. They felt like just another face in the crowd. They
looked at the likes of Starbucks with their rabid followers and wondered how can we duplicate just a
fraction of their performance? The reality, though? Pro Bowl is not alone in their challenges to stand out
as a brand.
As a local plumbing company in Coral Springs, Florida Pro Bowl was getting zero traffic to their Facebook
page. They had the typical problems. Not enough time to learn or know how to create and post engaging
content to their social media accounts. Then one day they decided to take the First Month Free offer at
Megabiz and are now very happy they did. Megabiz has since been publishing a new video featuring a
different celebrity every month for them and the results have been incredible.

Testimonial

Previously, they struggled to create and post content for their Facebook, Twitter or YouTube. However,
with Megabiz, they are now able to publish a new celebrity video every month that includes real
customer reviews from Yelp and Google. All for only $299 per month.
The best part is, since completing their onboarding, Pro Bowl has been on autopilot. Megabiz creates a
high quality and engaging video, featuring a famous celebrity presenting Pro Bowl Plumbing’s best
customer reviews to their market and publishes the video to their social networks - EVERY MONTH!
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Their recent video posted on February 17, 2019, featuring actress Vivica A. Fox, got 10,000 Views in 7
Days on Facebook and to date they have received 100 plus calls from prospective new clients in their
area.
It’s a No-Brainer! - from just one call/customer from the video, Pro Bowl Plumbing was able to cover
Megabiz fees for the whole month! The return on investment is many times more for Pro Bowl with the
new clients created with the help of the celebrity review videos from Megabiz. Not to mention, the
engagement, the buzz created in their community has resulted in more followers and customers for Pro
Bowl Plumbing. Megabiz has provided them the ability to “automatically” create high-quality content,
consistent posting of engaging celebrity review videos to their social accounts and therefore establishing
Pro Bowl Plumbing as a valuable brand in their service area. All because they decided to give Megabiz a
try.
See the Video below to hear what Rick Irrgang - Owner of Pro Bowl Plumbing had to say about
Megabiz:

https://vimeo.com/321639379

What are you waiting for?
SIGN UP AND GET YOUR FIRST MONTH FREE TODAY!

Please note Individual results may vary, and testimonials are not claimed to represent typical results. All testimonials are by real people, and may not reflect
the typical Megabiz user's experience, and are not intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results.
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